Management of a complicated buried bumper syndrome with a technique involving dye test, cannulation, and extraction

An 81-year-old man who had had a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube for 8 years was referred with buried bumper syndrome (BBS) (Fig. 1). His main complaint was of tube occlusion and his physical examination was normal. The internal orifice of the gastrocutaneous fistula was initially unidentifiable.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, methylene blue was first injected using a constant, steady pressure to identify the internal orifice (step 1). The appearance of the dye took about 30 seconds and allowed the orifice to be clearly identified. Meanwhile drainage from an abscess had been observed at the site of the tract on the skin. A small drainage incision was made and cautious exploration revealed that the abscess pouch was posterior to the abdominal wall. As the abscess cavity was entered, effective drainage occurred spontaneously (step 2).

A snare catheter was advanced through the internal orifice and directly into the lumen of the PEG tube (step 3). The tube was then cut and the guidewire of a new PEG tube was caught with the snare. The old PEG tube was then pulled out and removed. Unsurprisingly the neck of the 8-year-old tube broke while it was being removed so the bumper remained inside. This situation was ignored and the new PEG tube was placed over the previously placed guidewire. The retained bumper was pushed out on the tip of the new tube (Fig. 3). The tube was not fixed at this stage and a Penrose drain was placed. The patient commenced feeding 6 hours later and was then sent home. The drain was removed on the second day and the tube was fixed on the third day.

BBS is a complication of PEG that occurs in 2%–6.1% of patients [1, 2]. Several techniques have been described for the removal of buried bumpers [3]. Among these our description is similar to the “extraction using the tapered tip of a new tube” technique [4]. The difference being that we identified the internal orifice by dye injection.

Blind exploration of the fistula tract and possibly the abscess cavity may be hazardous because contamination of the unprotected abdominal layers may cause serious infection. The use of a technique involving a dye test, cannulation, and then extraction may be beneficial in avoiding such undesired complications.
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Fig. 3 The remaining bumper was pushed out safely on the tip of the new percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube.
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